
AN EXAMINATION OF MONETS WORK IN METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF

ART

paintings by Monet have come into the Metropolitan's possession The Metropolitan Museum of Art, . , and in fact a
recent examination of The Bodmer.

Monet may have seen photographs of gardens in Japan, Japanese screens with images of gardens, and a
Japanese garden first-hand at the horticultural exhibition of or at Versailles, where Krafft built his Japanese
garden Midori no Sato "Hill of Verdant Greenery" with a waterlily pool and a red lacquer bridge following a
trip to Japan. June 24, , pp. Masterly oil sketch of his wife Camille and friend at the beach. Charles S. Monet
or the Triumph of Impressionism. Sotheby's, London. Gerhard Finckh. New York, , pp. In order to indicate the
textures and shapes of the foliage, paint has been applied layer on layer with a palette knife, until a thick crust
is formed. For example, the left-handed model of The Spanish Singer  The quick shift in motifs, however,
between his Universal Exposition contributions and the present series on view three weeks later actually
brought forth mixed reviews and some puzzlement. The public professed to be shocked by the subject of a
nude woman blithely enjoying a picnic in the company of two fully clothed men, while a second, scantily clad
woman bathes in a stream. Timeline of Art History. The graceful curve of the Japanese footbridge bisects the
painting, its mauve lines - tracked by green - harmonizing easily with the pond surface below and the green
foliage above right. May 8, , p. Christoph Becker et al. For Audio Guide tours and information, visit
metmuseum. New Haven: Yale University Press,  La collection Canonne: Une histoire en action de
l'Impressionnisme et de ses suites. His first wife, Camille  The broad, loose brushstrokes here are evidently
those of a sketch. The Impressionists. The biennial and later, annual Paris Salons were considered the most
expedient way for an artist to make himself known to the public, and Manet submitted paintings to Salon
juries throughout his career. Monet or the Triumph of Impressionism. Colta Ives. Duret had visited the
gardens of the summer palace of Hamagoten in Edo and could report back.


